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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate how nonminimum phase
characteristics of a dynamical system affect its controllability and
tracking properties. For the class of linear time-invariant dynam-
ical systems, these characteristics are determined by transmission
zeros of the inner factor of the system transfer function. The rela-
tion between nonminimum phase zeros and Hankel singular values
of inner systems is studied and it is shown how the singular value
structure of a suitably defined operator provides relevant insight
about system invertibility and achievable tracking performance.
The results are used to solve various tracking problems both on fi-
nite as well as on infinite time horizons. A typical receding horizon
control scheme is considered and new conditions are derived to
guarantee stabilizability of a receding horizon controller.
Index Terms—Control systems, optimal control, stability, state-
space methods, tracking.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N THE beginning of the development of control theory,it was recognized [7], [21], [42], [56] that the process
behavior limits the achievable performance of the controlled
system irrespective of which control strategy is applied. Ziegler
and Nichols [56] had already observed that for a “miserably
designed process” even the finest controller may not deliver
the desired performance. Hence, already in the process design
phase it is important to have a thorough understanding of
how a process unit will limit the achievable performance of
the controlled unit [2], [11], [31], [43], [45]. Obviously, such
an understanding is also important for controller design [7],
[29], [33], [35], [42], [46], [56]. A detailed analysis of the
relation between the open-loop process dynamics and the
requirements posed on the controlled process during operation,
is indispensable to make choices between different and often
conflicting control objectives. Because of this, there are various
motivations for the present paper.
First, most modern control design techniques are based on the
optimization of criterion functions in which weighting parame-
ters reflect the desired behavior. Linear quadratic control,
optimal control and optimization of control inputs over finite
time laps are typical examples of design strategies which involve
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an appropriate choice of weighting parameters. The better the
fundamental process limitations are understood, the fewer trial
and error iterations for the selection of these parameters will be
necessary.
Second, classical control strategies (such as PID controllers)
have found widespread applications in process industry, but
have the inherent shortcoming to ignore multivariable phe-
nomena. In general, the sensitivity of process variables in
specific input and output directions is not analyzed prior to the
design of these controllers. Such an analysis is indispensable to
improve process performance.
Third, this research has been motivated by the need to im-
prove model predictive control techniques. Model predictive
control is probably the most widely used multivariable con-
trol design technique in industry. In refinery and petrochem-
ical industries, these controllers have become a standard tool
for unit optimization and they receive an ever growing interest
in other applications. Commercially available model predictive
controllers are all based on finite time horizon optimizations.
Unlike their growing interest, questions related to tracking and
guaranteed stability of such controlled systems are only partly
understood and investigated.
In the literature, a number of definitions appeared to for-
malize the influence of open-loop dynamics on closed loop be-
havior of processes. Typical notions include (input-output) con-
trollability [42], [46], [56], plant capacity [21], reproducibility
[7], dynamic operability [2], and dynamic resilience [33], [45].
Most of these definitions are not very precise, but they do ex-
press how the process puts limitations on achievable closed-loop
behavior. Nevertheless, these concepts do not express to what
extent the process behavior limits the desired controlled be-
havior, i.e., the control specifications are not taken into account
in the assessment of issues related to process controllability.
It is well known that nonminimum phase plants are more
difficult to control and that nonminimum phase zeros impose
intrinsic limitations on stability, performance and robustness.
Bode’s pioneering work on the sensitivity integral [5] and
Freudenberg–Looze’s Poisson integral expressions [14], [15]
quantify in an analytic way that for nonminimum phase systems
the magnitude of the sensitivity function can be made less
than one over some frequencies only if it is larger than one over
a complementary range of frequencies. Therefore, desirable
properties of the sensitivity function in one frequency range
have to be traded off against undesirable behavior at other
frequencies: the so called “analytic tradeoff” [6], [9], [12], [14],
[15].
For nonminimum phase systems, the aforementioned integral
relations provide insight in the sensitivity properties of the con-
trolled system in relatively simple cases. Indeed, these relations
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allow to analyze the effect of one or at most a few dominant non-
minimum phase zeros, usually for single-input–single-output
systems only. In more complex cases, such insight is usually ab-
sent. A second, and frequently applied, approach to consider the
influence of nonminimum phase zeros on closed-loop behavior
is to standardize the problem. In most cases, this means that an
inner-outer factorization is applied on the transfer function of
the plant and the complementary sensitivity is chosen equal to
the inner factor [19], [20], [46]. The influence of nonminimum
phase zeros on closed-loop performance is then reflected by the
frequency response of the resulting sensitivity matrix. A second
type of standardization is analog to the Wolovich and Falb inter-
actor matrix [55] and amounts to choosing the sensitivity matrix
triangular [34], [51], [52]. In this approach, it is assumed
that the outputs are arranged in descending order of importance:
output one has absolute priority above output two, and so on. As
a result, the influence of nonminimum phase zeros on the out-
puts of the closed-loop system is manifest only in the outputs of
lowest priority. In many cases, such an approach results in un-
desirable behavior at the process input and at the lowest priority
outputs. From an analysis point of view, a major disadvantage
of standardization procedures is that the freedom in the control
design is not entirely used but, instead, partly fixed.
In contrast to the aforementioned approaches, this paper aims
to provide a multivariable structural analysis of input–output
properties that limit controllability, invertibility, tracking and
stabilizability properties of a plant. We investigate the singular
value structure of Toeplitz-like operators associated with the
inner factor of a plant and appropriate time intervals. A key ad-
vantage of this approach is that the time intervals which are rel-
evant for tracking, control or estimation are explicitly taken into
account. For arbitrary time horizons (finite as well as infinite),
it is shown that the singular vectors of these operators span sig-
nals which can not be tracked or signals which are difficult to
track. The relation between these singular values and nonmin-
imum phase zeros is explained and the results of the analysis are
applied to a number of relevant control problems. Throughout
this paper we will focus on inner systems. This may seem re-
strictive at first sight, but is well motivated for at least two rea-
sons. First, since the zero structure and invertibility properties
of a linear time-invariant plant are encoded in the inner factor
of the transfer function, it is reasonable to focus the analysis on
the inner factors only. Second, the graph of any linear time-in-
variant plant (i.e., the set of all bounded input-output pairs
which are compatible with the plant) admits a representation as
the image (or kernel) of an inner (or co-inner) transfer function
and, as such, defines an inner (or co-inner) representation for
any linear time-invariant plant.
The paper is organized as follows. Preliminary definitions
and results are given in Section II. Section III deals with
the formal problem statement. Main theoretical results are
presented in Section IV. In Section V, we discuss how these
results can be applied to two tracking problems. Section VI
treats an important stabilization problem in receding horizon
control and derives a parametrization of end-point weights
that result in a stabilizing MPC controller. Some simulation
results are presented in Section VII. Conclusions are collected
in Section VIII. The paper has been written such that readers
interested in the control applications can read Sections V and
VI independent of the preceding theory.
II. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
Define for and the function class
where is the standard Euclidean norm of the vector .
We write for whenever the signal domain is clear
from the context. is equipped with the standard inner
product . We abbreviate
to or whenever the usage is clear from the context.
Let and be the negative and the nonnegative elements
of , respectively. The support of a signal , defined on , is
. The shift maps to
. Mostly, will be an interval, that
is, will be the set of all integers with where
. An interval is called finite if , it
is infinite if either or . It is empty if .
A. Poles and Zeros
Let be the class of all stable proper rational
transfer functions (all poles strictly inside the unit disc). A
transfer function will be identified with the
state-space system
(1a)
(1b)
if, and only if, , (i.e.,
is stable) and the quadruple is minimal. In that
case, we will say that realizes . Let
be the Smith–McMillan decomposi-
tion of where and are unimodular polynomial ma-
trices, and is a full-rank matrix of the
form [23]
where the polynomials and are coprime, divides
and the polynomial divides for , with
the normal rank of . A complex number is a pole of if it
is a root of the polynomial , it is a transmission zero of
if it is a root of the polynomial . We call a nonminimum
phase zero if it is a transmission zero with , it is called a
minimum phase zero if it is a transmission zero with .
B. The Gramians
Let and be two intervals. The controllability gramian
and the observability gramian associated with (1) are given by
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The (possibly infinite) controllability and observability ma-
trices are
respectively, where “ ” means placing subsequent entries
side by side (lowest indexed entry on left) and “ ” means
stacking subsequent entries (lowest indexed entry on top).
If is stable (i.e., ), the gramians are well de-
fined if either and , or is invertible
and is left-bounded and is right-bounded. Whenever
the gramians are well defined and
. If and ,
, then , , and are
abbreviated as , , and , respectively. To further
simplify notation, we define , ,
and . We call (1) input balanced, output balanced or
input-output balanced [32] if both and are diagonal and,
, or , respectively. It is well known [32]
that for any minimal stable state representation (1) there exists
a convenient basis of the state space such that the system is
balanced in either of these forms. The following lemma gives a
system theoretic interpretation of the gramians.
Lemma II.1: Let (1) be stable, and suppose that and
. Let denote the output of (1) resulting
from input and initial condition . Then
1) ;
2) if is invertible then
(2)
Proof:
1) First observe that implies that is well
defined for any finite or infinite interval . Since
, it is immediate that
2) Suppose and define with
fixed such that is invertible. (Since
is invertible such a obviously exists). For all , we
have that
(3)
Let . Using (3), a control with
steers the state from 0 at time to
at time 0 if and only if:
. Hence, for all there
exists such a because invertible implies that
, in which case the optimal control in
(2) with replaced by [optimal in the sense of
having a minimal norm ] is given by ,
and .
[ is invertible since ]. Conse-
quently, . Finally, observe that
. Consequently
This proves statement 2).
C. Singular Values
Let and be two intervals. We will be interested in the
system (1) where the time instants of the outputs are restricted to
and the inputs are assumed to have support in . Precisely,
we define an operator
such that is the output of the system
(1) subject to the initial condition , and the
input signal with support . Note that this
operator is defined in terms of the external input–output signals
of (1). This means that any property of is independent of
the particular realization of the transfer function
associated with (1).
Following standard terminology, is called a Hankel
operator if , it is called a Toeplitz operator if
. Let
be its induced norm. We call this norm a Hankel norm if
is Hankel and a Toeplitz norm if is Toeplitz. Further-
more, the singular values are assumed to be or-
dered according to and are called Hankel or
Toeplitz singular values whenever is Hankel or Toeplitz.
The Hankel singular values associated with the transfer function
are the Hankel singular values of .
Lemma II.2: If , , then is Hankel
and . If then
is Toeplitz and .
Proof: With and , is Hankel by
definition and . Hence
and the th singular value of satisfies
which proves the first statement. The second statement is a stan-
dard application of Parseval’s theorem and can be found in [13]
and [53].
D. Inner and Co-Inner Systems
A real rational transfer function is called inner if
and if it is norm preserving in the sense that
for all . It is called co-inner if its conjugate
is inner. A (co-)inner transfer function is called structural
(co-)inner or minimum phase (co-)inner if it has no transmission
zeros. A function is called outer if the image of the
multiplicative operator under is a dense subset of . For
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proper rational transfer functions this is equivalent
to saying that has no zeros (i.e., constant rank) in the open unit
disk.
The following result is a special case of the bounded real
lemma (the “lossless” bounded real lemma) for discrete time
systems; see, e.g., [1].
Lemma II.3: Suppose that has a minimal real-
ization . Then is inner if and only if there exists
such that
(4)
Moreover, in that case and all Hankel singular values of
are smaller or equal to one. If then all Hankel singular
values of equal one.
A similar result holds for co-inner transfer functions in which
case (4) reads
(5)
In fact, under the given conditions the matrices in (4) and in
(5) are uniquely defined and coincide with the gramians and
, respectively, defined in Section II-B. The notation is there-
fore consistent. We call the state representation (1) isometric
or co-isometric whenever the corresponding transfer function
is inner or co-inner, respectively.
It is well known [53] that every full rank transfer function
, admits either an inner–outer factorization
with inner and outer or
an outer-co-inner factorization with
co-inner and outer (depending on whether
or ). For any such factorization, the nonminimum
phase zeros of and the nonminimum phase zeros of the (co-
)inner factor coincide. Actually, the number of transmission
zeros of a (co)-inner system is directly related to the number of
Hankel singular values which are equal to one. Specifically, the
following holds.
Lemma II.4: All transmission zeros of a (co-)inner system
are nonminimum phase zeros. The transmission zeros are a
subset of the inverse of the eigenvalues of and the number of
zeros equals the number of Hankel singular values equal to one.
Proof: See [29], [47], and [50].
We infer from Lemma II.4 that the study of the “nonminimum
phase behavior” (encoded in ) of a system can be separated
from the study of its “gain behavior” (encoded in ). Inner-
outer factorizations can be used to reformulate a large class of
feedback control problems as optimization problems which are
affine in an unconstrained parameter (the Youla parameter) that
ranges over (classes of) functions. See, e.g., [35], [46], and
[53]. In particular, this shows that sensitivity minimization is
limited by the inner part of the system.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENTS
We will investigate the following problems.
Definition III.1 (General Problem Formulation): Let and
be two time intervals in and let . Given an
inner system and a reference signal ,
consider the following questions.
1) Find a control with support , such that
the output tracks on in that
for all .
2) If such a control exists, characterize the norms
and as function of the length of the time interval
and the reference signal.
3) If such a control does not exists, relax the tracking re-
quirement to achieve that for all
with a strict subset of and characterize
and as function of the time interval and the
reference signal.
4) Find a control with support , that mini-
mizes the quadratic criterion
and investigate for which end-point weights a receding
horizon implementation of such a control will yield an
exponentially stable controlled system. Here, denotes
the end-point state of the optimization interval.
In words, in the first three problems we are interested in
the question how much control energy is needed to achieve
tracking on the interval (or a proper subset of ) and to
what extend tracking on this interval affects the future behavior
of the output. The last problem involves the stability of a
receding horizon scheme. Note that these problems are of evident
interest for applications in model predictive control (MPC)
where norm-constrained input and output signals are analyzed
on finite time horizons and where stability of systems controlled
by receding horizon controllers is of eminent importance.
In view of the definition of the operator , the problems
1, 2, and 3 are in fact equivalent to the question of existence and
construction of the inverse of the Toeplitz operator .
In the next section, we will therefore study the invertibility of
this operator, viewed as function of the length of . Problem
4 will be resolved in Section VI and its solution will, to
some extend, be independent of the solution of problems 1,
2, and 3.
The focus on inner systems may seem restrictive at first sight,
but is justified and motivated for at least two reasons. First, in
order to analyze how nonminimum phase zeros of a plant restrict
controlled behavior, we infer from Section II-D, that the inner
(or co-inner) factor of the transfer function of the plant reflects
the nonminimum phase zero structure of the system. To simplify
the analysis we therefore focus on the inner factor only. Second,
if is an arbitrary real rational transfer function of a discrete
time, linear time-invariant plant, with its dimensional input
and its -dimensional output, then we may identify such a
plant with its graph
Hence, consists of the collection of all possible
-bounded input–output pairs which are compatible with the
plant. The graph is well defined for both stable and unstable
systems and it is an application of the Beurling–Lax theorem
(for details, see [41]) that can be represented as
either the image (or null space) of an inner (or co-inner)
multiplicative operator acting on . Precisely, admits a
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normalized right- and normalized left-coprime factorization1
such that is inner,
is co-inner and
where and with and
. See [17], [38], and [53]. In words, the set of bounded
input–output pairs which are compatible with the plant can be
represented as the image or kernel of an inner or co-inner func-
tion. Consequently, (or, for that matter, ) admits an
inner and a co-inner representation. The general problem formu-
lated in Definition III.1 is therefore relevant for tracking prob-
lems which involve the graph of arbitrary (linear time-invariant)
plants. With the graph of a plant represented as the image of an
inner transfer function, the reference signal in Defi-
nition III.1 assumes the form and there-
fore defines a reference signal for both the input as well as the
output of the plant . Likewise, the control signal in Defini-
tion III.1 becomes a new (auxiliary) signal which is related to
the actual input of the plant by setting .
With this interpretation, the general problem formulated in Def-
inition III.1 defines a tracking problem on finite horizons in the
joint input-output variables of the plant.
IV. BEHAVIOR OF INNER SYSTEMS ON FINITE TIME
In this section, the structural properties of the Toeplitz oper-
ator associated with an inner transfer function will
be studied. Let be an arbitrary finite interval of and let
. Then, for all with
, we have
Hence, . In the next the-
orem, this observation is used to characterize the singular values
of the Toeplitz operator .
Theorem VI.1: Let be inner with minimal re-
alization and McMillan degree . Let be a
finite interval of length , let
and suppose that . Then, the following hold.
1) singular values of equal one.
2) The smallest singular values of equal the square
root of the nonzero eigenvalues of and
are a nonincreasing function of the length of . For
these singular values we have
(6)
where .
1That is, there exist N; D; ~N and ~D all belonging to RH , with D and
~D square and nonsingular as rational matrices, G := col(N; D) and ~G :=
row(  ~D; ~N) inner with a left inverse in RH and co-inner with a right-in-
verse in RH , respectively, such that P = ND = ~D ~N . The invert-
ibility conditions mean that the Bezout equations XN + YD = I and ~N ~X +
~D ~Y = I are solvable over RH or, equivalently, that the pairs (N; D) and
( ~N; ~D) are right-, respectively, left coprime over RH . We refer to [53] for
explicit constructions of such factorizations.
3) The span of the right singular vectors of corre-
sponding to its smallest singular values equals .
4) The span of the left singular vectors of corre-
sponding to its smallest singular values contains the
span of
(7)
Proof: Let be a singular value decom-
position of . Since is inner, we have that
(Lemma II.3) and
(8)
The entries on the diagonal of coincide
with the eigenvalues of . Since
whenever , we
infer that , i.e., singular values
of are one. This proves statement 1.
Because
the other singular values of are strictly smaller
than 1. Since has length , there exists an in-
teger such that . Define
. Since the system is time in-
variant we infer from Lemma II.2 that the singular values
. These
numbers are nondecreasing functions of as does not
depend on and whenever .
Using (8), this implies that the nonone singular values of
are nonincreasing functions of . More specifically,
if is the th column of and the th singular value of
, then for
(9)
which shows that the nonzero singular values of are
given by where . Thus, for
and since these are nonincreasing functions of their limits (as
) exist and we obtain (6). This proves statement 2).
To prove statement 3), define
and infer from (9), the time invariance of the system
and Lemma II.2 that
For this expression is zero. Since is invertible,
this shows that . On the other hand,
and, hence, we must have that .
Let be the span of the left singular vectors of cor-
responding to its smallest singular values. Then, obviously,
and . Let . As
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, we can write for some .
Using (1), we obtain that
(10)
with define the components of in that
. Let and substitute in
(10) the identity with the
controllability gramian. Then range over all to obtain
(7). This proves statement 4).
From Theorem IV.1 we infer that the closer to one are the
singular values of the Hankel operator , the closer to
zero are the singular values of the Toeplitz and, hence,
the closer gets to singularity. Moreover, by Lemma II.4
there is a one–one correspondence between nonminimum phase
zeros and unit Hankel singular values. This observation has im-
portant consequences for control. Indeed, if a reference signal
needs to be tracked by choosing a suitable con-
trol , then
with denoting the Moore–Penrose inverse, defines the control
with minimal norm such that the output opti-
mally approximates in the sense. By Theorem IV.1, the
norm will be large, unless is orthogonal
to the right singular vectors associated with the smallest sin-
gular values of . This control will moreover achieve that
the output on the interval which equals
has large norm , as the right singular vectors corresponding
to the smallest singular values of exactly align with
the right singular vectors corresponding to the nonzero sin-
gular values of . Statement 2) of Theorem IV.1 moreover
shows that this effect gets worse if the length of is increased.
Hence, if one or more of the Hankel singular values of
converge to values close to one (as ) then tracking prob-
lems with norm constraint inputs or norm constraint (future)
outputs can only be solved on relatively small control intervals
. The maximum allowable length of these intervals is deter-
mined by the magnitude of the limiting Hankel singular values.
Another consequence of Theorem IV.1 is that any right
inverse of has an induced norm larger or equal to
. Moreover, a right inverse achieving
this minimum norm is given by the Moore–Penrose inverse
of . A further consequence of the theorem is that
for the attainable minimum norm of any inverse
converges to . This result suggests the
following consequence of Theorem IV.1.
Proposition IV.2: The minimum norm of any stable
right inverse of a structural inner is equal to
and there exists a stable right inverse
that attains this minimum.
To show this as a direct consequence of Theorem IV.1 some
technical difficulties need to be resolved which are beyond the
scope of this paper. For instance one needs to show that the right
inverse with minimal norm is again an operator with Toeplitz
structure. Proposition IV.2 is however proven in [47] for the con-
tinuous time case based on infinite time arguments and can be
proven in discrete time analogously.
An elegant expression for the singular value decomposition of
for an inner square system, is an immediate Corollary
to Theorem IV.1 and given as follows.
Corollary IV.3: Let , with be inner
with minimal input-output balanced realization
and McMillan degree . Let be a finite interval of length ,
let and suppose that .
Then, the following hold.
1) singular values of equal one.
2) The smallest singular values of equal the sin-
gular values of .
3) The span of the right singular vectors of corre-
sponding to its smallest singular values equals .
4) The span of the left singular vectors of corre-
sponding to its smallest singular values equals .
Moreover, if is a control with support in and
, then
(11a)
(11b)
Proof: Statements 1) and 3) are proven in Theorem
IV.1. The proof of statement 4) follows directly from sub-
stitution of (5) in (7). To prove (11a), substitute the identity
in (10), set and
use that [by (5)] to obtain that
whenever . In the latter,
substitute the identity and use that
for square balanced systems , to get (11a). By statement
2) of Theorem IV.1, the smallest singular values of
equal the square roots of the eigenvalues of .
Let be such a singular value ( ). Then,
with a corresponding singular value of
. Since the system is square inner with an input–output
balanced realization the gramians , and we infer
from the proof of Lemma II.2 that . Since
, it thus follows
that , i.e., for , coincides
with the th singular value of . This proves statement 2).
Equation (11b) is a direct consequence of Lemma II.2.
For square systems, the smallest singular values of the
Toeplitz operator are therefore decreasing functions of
that converge to zero for . In the next section, the
consequences and interpretations of the results obtained in this
section will be discussed for a number of control problems.
V. ANALYTIC TRADEOFF FOR INNER SYSTEMS
In this section, we take a more detailed look at the conse-
quences of the results of the previous section. For this, we con-
sider problems 1), 2), and 3) of Definition III.1 in this section.
Problem 4) will be dealt with in Section VI.
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A. Tracking Control
Consider a square inner system , with a minimal
input–output balanced realization where
is invertible. Let and define the intervals
, and . Suppose that
a reference signal is given with support
. Consider the following tracking problem.
Definition V.I (Tracking problem): The finite time tracking
problem amounts to finding a control such that
. Moreover, we wish to find a recursive ex-
pression for updating the control as a function of the length
of the control interval and characterize the resulting increase
in control effort.
Note that this problem is equivalent to the construction of
the inverse of the Toeplitz operator . By invertibility
of , this inverse exists so that a solution to the
tracking problem exists and is unique. In this section, we pro-
vide a recursive solution to the tracking problem and discuss its
consequences. In particular, we will be interested in the effect of
the controls on the output of the system for time
viewed as a function of the length of the control interval.
For a real matrix , will denote the orthogonal projector
onto and is the projection on the orthog-
onal complement . Let the reference signal , when
restricted to , be decomposed as where
(12a)
(12b)
Then, and since is invertible, there
exist unique and such that and
. The following result can be established.
Theorem V.2: Under the aforementioned conditions, the fol-
lowing hold.
1) .
2) does not affect the output of the system on the time
interval , i.e., .
3) The control solves the tracking problem if and only if
. Moreover, is invertible and
4) Let , and define
if
if .
(13)
Then, , i.e., solves the tracking
problem on and is a recursive update of for the one
time instant extension of .
Proof: We first prove statement 3). Since is
an input balanced realization of an inner function, Lemma II.3
implies that . By invertibility of , (4) yields
that , so that for every with we
must have
i.e., . Hence, must be invertible. By linearity of ,
, so that solves
the tracking problem if and only if . With Corollary
IV.3 this yields statement 3). The properties of the singular value
decomposition of , stated in Corollary IV.3, imply that
is a contraction when viewed as a map from to
and an isometry when viewed as a map from to
. Hence, , with
and , which proves Statement 1. Moreover,
since is inner, the output satisfies
where . It follows
that must vanish and, hence, .
This proves statement 2. To prove the fourth statement, observe
that, by invertibility of and , the solutions of the
tracking problem over the interval and are unique. Hence,
. Let . Then
where we used that the hypothesis on implies that is invert-
ible. At time , the input should therefore satisfy
Solving for and using that ,
yields that
.
Theorem V.2 has the following interpretation. If is the
unique control that solves the tracking problem, then statements
1) and 2) show that the component of will be bounded and
will not affect future outputs of the system. These properties are
independent of the control horizon . Statement 3) provides an
explicit expression for the component of and statement 4)
gives a recursive update of the control for a one step extension
of the control interval. Observe that the first term of
achieves instantaneous tracking of , while the second
term compensates the influence of past inputs on the output at
time . Whether is bounded, as is determined
by the second term of and hence by the alignment of
to . Hence, is guaranteed to be bounded for
only if .
To investigate the case where , let us assume that
. Then there exists such that
, . Typically, this case arises in situations
where transients need to be tracked. Consider the controls
and as defined in Theorem V.2 and let and
be the corresponding outputs on . Consider
the tracking errors
Since it follows that . Let
. By controllability of the system, there exists
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a control which steers the state of (1) from state
0 at time to at time . Define
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if .
Then by construction, and . Since
the system is inner, we have that and
. Moreover, and from which
we derive that
Hence, achieves instantaneous tracking of the reference
signal at time at the cost of a nondecreasing norm
of the future tracking error. For a receding horizon real-time
implementation of the controller, this means that subsequent
updates of the control action may lead to an unbounded tracking
error as the control horizon tends to infinity.
For an inner square system the analytic tradeoff can therefore
be attributed to the subspace in the output space and the
subspace of the input space. Compensation of the tran-
sient behavior over the interval may result in a possibly un-
bounded tracking error.
B. Deadbeat Control
In this section, we consider a deadbeat control problem,
which is, in some sense, a slight variation to the problem
of Definition V.1. Let be an inner square
system, with minimal balanced realization and
McMillan degree . As before, let and define the
intervals , and .
Let be a reference signal, with . The
basic idea of deadbeat is that the output of the system matches
the reference signal after a predefined number of samples,
say . Let and define the time intervals
and .
Definition V.3 (Deadbeat Problem): The deadbeat control
problem amounts to finding such that
and the norm is minimal. Here
. Moreover, we wish to find a recursive expression for
updating the control as a function of the length of the con-
trol interval and characterize the resulting increase in control
effort. In addition, we will be interested in finding the minimal
such that the deadbeat control problem is solvable for all
.
The solution to the deadbeat control problem is given in the
following result.
Theorem V.4: In the above notation, let
and let and be as
defined in (12). The deadbeat control problem is solvable if and
only if is nonsingular. In that case, a
solution is given by the control where
(14a)
(14b)
Proof: Define
(15)
and note that is independent of (as long as is invert-
ible) because there also holds that
. With the projections and
we define
Then, , and .
First suppose that is invertible. By Lemma II.2,
, which, using (14b) and (15),
yields that
Since is surjective, (14a) implies that
It thus follows that ,
i.e., achieves tracking of on . Moreover, by Theorem
V.2, , so that
which is minimal among all controls that achieve tracking on
. Second, suppose that is not invertible and let
be such that . Define
by . Then, there does not exist
a that steers to . Hence
can not be tracked on , which implies that the deadbeat
control problem will not be solvable.
From Theorem V.4, we conclude that the existence of a solu-
tion to the deadbeat control problem is determined by the regu-
larity of . It is well known [23] that this condition is fulfilled
if . The minimum value of for which is non-
singular, say , may be smaller than . Contrary to the solu-
tion of the tracking problem, the solution to the deadbeat control
problem need not be unique if . Also, observe that
is independent of . Hence, contrary to the solution of the
tracking problem, we can find a control which
solves the deadbeat control problem and remains bounded as
.
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VI. RECEDING HORIZON CONTROL
In MPC or, better, receding horizon control, the control
problem is usually split up in two successive steps. First the
steady state problem is considered and, second, a dynamic ini-
tial state problem is solved [25], [36]. The characteristic feature
of receding horizon controllers is that the control strategy is
determined by the optimization of a performance function on a
finite time interval. This interval, the control interval, stretches
from the current time to a time instant which is a fixed time-slot
ahead. The optimal control is calculated and implemented only
until new measurements become available. Based on the new
measurements, an update of the control strategy is determined
by repeating the optimization of the performance function at the
next time sample. In this subsection we will be interested in the
conditions for which such a receding horizon control scheme
results in an exponentially stable controlled process. Stability
properties of receding horizon control schemes have been the
subject of many investigations. See, e.g., [10], [16], [25], [36],
[44], [48], and [49], or the excellent survey paper [30]. Here,
we consider a finite time linear quadratic optimization criterion
with a weighted end-point penalty and analyze the stability
properties of the controlled system as function of the end-point
weight of the criterion function. The main result of this section
is a useful and explicit parametrization of a class of end-point
penalties for which exponential stability of the MPC controlled
system can be guaranteed. This result appeared separately in
[54].
Consider (1) and let be the current time,
the control interval of length (or horizon) and
consider the quadratic objective function
defined by
(16)
where is the output of the system (1) subject to
the initial condition and the input .
The second term in the right-hand-side of (16) is a weighted
end-point penalty and is defined as
where is a real symmetric matrix. We will
not assume that and, hence, the end-point weight may,
at least in principle, be indefinite. Note that the summation in
(16) ranges over a time dependent interval of fixed length .
Whenever finite, the optimal cost is defined as
The (open-loop) optimization problem at time instant amounts
to minimizing (16) subject to (1). If such a minimizing control,
say , exists, we have that
(17)
In a receding horizon setting only the first time instant of
is implemented as input for (1). This means that at time ,
is fed into (1), and the next state
is taken as initial state for a renewed minimization
of the criterion at the next sample time .
This calculation is repeated for every and results in the
sequence
(18)
which we call the receding horizon or model predictive con-
troller for the plant (1). This terminology and this setting is
rather standard, and we emphasize that the controller (18) is not
necessarily optimal in the sense that it minimizes a cost crite-
rion. Here, we address the problem of exponential stability of
the controlled system that is obtained by implementing the re-
ceding horizon controller (18) for (1).
Definition VI.1 (Stability of an MPC-scheme): The receding
horizon control problem with stability is to find such
that the controlled system (1), (18) is exponentially stable in the
sense that there exist constants and such
that for all and for all . In
that case, the control sequence defined by (18) is called
stabilizing for the plant.
For practical reasons it may be desirable to incorporate dif-
ferent weights of the components of the output in the crite-
rion function (16). This means that in (16) needs to
be replaced by the quadratic form where
is a nonnegative definite weighting matrix. Redefining
in (1) by implies that we may assume that this
weight has been incorporated already.
Consider the recursions
(19)
(20)
with and and define
If the inverses in (19) and (20) are interpreted as generalized
inverses, then the matrix sequences , , and
are still well defined. We have that the optimal cost
satisfies if and only if for .
If for and is singular for some
between 0 and , then an optimal control that satisfies
(17) is not unique. The optimal control exists and is unique
if and only if for . From now on
we will assume this to be the case.2 With this assumption, a
completion of the squares argument shows that
so that the (unique) optimal control is given by the state feed-
back
2For the purpose of the problem treated here, this assumption is reasonable
and implies that col(B; D) is injective (i.e., there are no redundant inputs) and
E satisfies B EB +D D > 0. A sufficient condition for this assumption is
that E > 0 and the system (A; B; C; D) is left invertible.
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with the solution of (1) with . It satisfies (17)
with as optimal (minimal) cost. By (18)
(21)
is a state feedback implementation of the receding horizon con-
trol law (18). Since (1) is time invariant, and
do not depend on the current time . Hence, these sequences can
be calculated off-line and the MPC control law (21) is, in fact,
time invariant. Exponential stability of the controlled system
is, therefore, guaranteed if and only if the eigenvalues of the
closed-loop state evolution matrix
(22)
belong to the open unit disc .
It is well known [30] that the receding horizon control law
will, in general, not stabilize (1) if the end-point state is not
weighted in the optimization criterion, i.e., if . The fol-
lowing remarks address a number of special cases in which the
receding horizon controller achieves exponential stability.
Remark VI.2: The receding horizon controller (18) stabilizes
(1) if the minimization in (16) is carried out subject to the end-
point constraint (deadbeat control). In view of the
criterion function (16), this constraint has the interpretation of
an infinite weight on the final state . See, for example,
the surveys of [27], [30], [25], or [37]. Obviously, this require-
ment is a rather strict one and is undesirable, especially when
the control horizon is small. This drawback has motivated
research in the direction of finite terminal weighting matrices.
Remark VI.3: In [40], it has been shown that the receding
horizon control problem with stability is solved if the system
(1) is stable and where is the observability gramian
associated with (1). We can even obtain a stronger result. If
with the (unique) nonnegative definite steady-state
solution of (19) (i.e., the solution of (19) for which
for all ), then is independent of
and , and the receding horizon controller (21) will stabilize
the system independent of the length of the control horizon.
In particular, the receding horizon controller (18) stabilizes the
system (1) independent of the length of the control horizon.
Remark VI.4: An interesting method to investigate stabiliza-
tion properties of the receding horizon controller (18) is based
on the monotonicity of the optimal cost or, alterna-
tively, on the monotonicity of the sequence . The pa-
pers [4], [25], [26], [28], [39] fit in this line of investigation.
Properly adapted to the problem formulation here, it is shown
in [4] and [28] that (18) stabilizes (1) if satisfies
(23)
for some matrix . In fact, (23) implies that serves
as a Lyapunov function for the system controlled by (18). In
particular, if in (23) is set to , then (23) simplifies
to to guarantee stability of the controlled system.
There exists a popular belief that an increase of the end-point
weight or an increase of the control horizon will preserve expo-
nential stability. That is
• Claim 1: if the receding horizon controller (18) is sta-
bilizing with , then it is also stabilizing for all
;
• Claim 2: if the receding horizon controller (18) is sta-
bilizing with , then it is also stabilizing for all
.
In fact, both claims are wrong. Indeed, take
Then is a (minimal) representation of the system
which is inner because (4) holds with .
The control law (18) is stabilizing with horizon and
end-point weight , whereas it is not stabilizing with
horizon and end-point weight . This
disproves claim 1. In addition, if and ,
then and (18) turns out to be stabilizing with
and end-point , whereas it is not stabilizing with and
end-point . This disproves the second claim. (This also shows
that the last conjecture in [4] is wrong).
In this section, we propose different, and in general weaker
conditions on the terminal weighting matrix so as to guarantee
stability of the controlled system. The main result of this section
provides a parametrization of end-point penalties for which the
receding horizon control strategy (18) is stabilizing. For this, the
system is assumed to be inner.
Theorem VI.5: Suppose that (1) is an input-balanced realiza-
tion of the inner transfer function . Let denote
the control horizon and let be the observability gramian de-
fined in (4). Then, the following hold.
1) If and are both nonsingular, then
(24)
where is a matrix which is uniquely defined
by the recursion
(25)
In particular, the receding horizon controller (18) is sta-
bilizing if (24) has its eigenvalues in . Moreover,
when then .
2) For all satisfying
(26)
where commutes with and satisfies
, we have that the receding horizon controller (18)
achieves exponential stability of the controlled system.
Before proving these claims, we would like to emphasize
the importance of the above result. First, Theorem VI.5 gives
a rather straightforward recursive evaluation of the controlled
system. Second, it provides a parametrization of an explicit set
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of end-point penalties for which the receding horizon con-
troller stabilizes the system (1). Since (see the proof
below for this claim), this set may include nonpositive definite
end-point weights. Third, since the conditions for are inde-
pendent of the control horizon ,
and the right-hand side of (26) therefore converges to the neg-
ative–semidefinite matrix if the control horizon tends
to infinity. This means that the receding horizon control law
is stabilizing with nonpositive end-point penalties, asymptoti-
cally as . Fourth, for any fixed commuting with
and satisfying , the right-hand side of (26)
is a nonincreasing function of . This implies that the receding
horizon optimal controller stabilizes the system with decreasing
end-point penalties, as the control horizon increases. Note
that finding suitable commuting with is trivial. For in-
stance, commutes with and satisfies
for . It is an interesting consequence of the analysis that
the recursion (25) is relevant for the derivation. As shown below,
is related to according to for all
. The sequence is uniquely defined by (25) if
is nonsingular.
Proof [Proof of Theorem VI.5]: Item 1: Suppose that
and are invertible. First, eliminate and from the recur-
sions (19) and (20) by using (4). With this yields,
after some straightforward manipulation
Hence
Since (1) is an input-balanced isometric state representation,
there holds which we use to eliminate
from the recursion. We now claim that all elements of the
sequence are invertible. Indeed,
is invertible, and with the induction hypothesis that
is invertible for , we have that
i.e., is invertible. Hence, is invertible for all .
In addition, the latter expression yields that
from which it follows that the sequence ,
, is well defined and uniquely
determined by the recursion (25). In addition
which, using (22), yields (24) by setting .
We further claim that the sequence consists of non-
positive elements whenever . To see this, first
observe that for input-balanced isometric state representations
. Indeed, since , Lemma II.3 and Lemma II.2
(applied for and ) imply that
which yields that . Consequently
However, if , then (25) guarantees that for all
.
Item 2: Suppose that commutes with and that
. First, consider the case where is invertible. De-
fine, for , the matrices
(with ) and note that (26) implies that is in-
vertible. Hence, the sequence is the unique solution of the
recursion (25) and we infer from item 1 that
(27)
Define . From (27), it is clear that is asymptoti-
cally stable whenever
(This condition is equivalent to saying that is a
Lyapunov function of the controlled system). The assumption
that commutes with implies that all matrices in the latter
expression commute. The proof is therefore complete if we es-
tablish the (equivalent) inequality
(28)
Now, observe that
which yields (28) after a straightforward substitution. It follows
that has its eigenvalues in and, hence, the receding
horizon controller (18) is stabilizing.
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If is not invertible, we apply a perturbation argument to
establish that the expression (27) also holds in this case so that
the same proof applies. Specifically, we claim that, for ,
there exists a matrix
such that: i) is invertible, ii) defines an input-balanced
realization of an inner transfer function , and iii)
.
To prove the existence of such , note that for an output-
balanced inner system we have, by Lemma II.3
Let be a family of state feedbacks parameterized by with
the property that is invertible for all and
as . Define a new system
Then
and is clearly invertible.
Moreover, . This shows that an
output-balanced inner system can be perturbed to yield an
output-balanced inner system which has no poles in the origin.
To obtain the same result for input-balanced inner systems we
first transform the system into an output-balanced inner system
by the state transformation . Next apply the above
transformation and then transform the system back with the state
transformation where is the unique solution of
. Here, depends continuously on
since we can guarantee that the eigenvalues of are inside
the unit circle and stay away from the boundary. Hence, the so-
lutions stay away from singularities and will depend con-
tinuously on . But then it is clear that transformation into the
output-balanced form is approximately the inverse of the trans-
formation back into the input-balanced form and we obtain an
arbitrary small perturbation of an input-balanced system which
has no poles in the origin. This proves the claim.
Now, let be given by (26) where satisfies the hypothesis.
Let satisfy (4) for the perturbed system defined by and
let be the perturbed end-point weight defined by (26) with
and replaced by and , respectively. Let , be
the sequences (19) and (20) for the perturbed system parameters
and where we set . For sufficiently small,
and are well defined and is the unique positive–definite
solution of the Lyapunov equation
For this Lyapunov equation retains unique
solvability from which we infer that . (Indeed,
the Lyapunov equation in can be rewritten as
where the vector consists of the elements in , and
where both and its limit are injective. The limit
therefore exists and we infer that
with the vector of elements in ). We have that
where denote the output and the state of the perturbed
system subject to initial condition at time . It fol-
lows that implies that for every bounded input ,
and pointwise in as . Con-
sequently, and in particular
. Now, define . Since is non-
singular (by hypothesis), also is nonsingular for suf-
ficiently small. Hence, by item 1), for sufficiently small there
exist real symmetric matrices , , which sat-
isfy with .
Using the same arguments as in item 1), it follows that
and we infer from the definition of
that . In particular, it follows that
, where . Also, by item
1)
Now, conclude that
i.e., satisfies (27).
Remark VI.6: The assumption, stated in Theorem VI.5, that
the isometric state representation (1) need to be input-balanced
has been made to simplify equations but does not incur any loss
of generality. In the proof of Theorem VI.5 we only used that
the controllability gramian (we did not use that is
diagonal). If (1) is not input-balanced then a convenient choice
of basis of the state space transforms (1) into an input-balanced
representation. Alternatively, for isometric state representations
for which , (25) and (24), take the form
and is related to in (19) according to
.
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Fig. 1. Reference signal y as function of time; control effort kuk , singular values of	 and tracking error kek as functions of the control
horizon N .
VII. SIMULATION
As an illustration of the theory of the preceding sections, con-
sider the stable and nonminimum phase plant
The continuous time model is discretized using a bilinear Tustin
transformation with sample time time-units, to yield
a second order transfer function which maps the input
to the output . As described in Section III, the graph of can
be represented by
where is an inner transfer function mapping to
. Here, the variable is related to the input
of the plant according to where, since is stable,
will be stable with a stable inverse. Hence, defines a
bijection between and , whereas is a normalized
coprime factorization of (cf. [53]). An input balanced iso-
metric state-space representation of is given by (1) with
and gramians and . We wish
the output of the plant to track a given reference signal
on a time interval by designing a control law
of the form . Here, is a receding
horizon feedback law that should not destabilize the system,
while is a new auxiliary input. We take samples
(control horizon of 0.5 time-unit) and design by means of
the recursions (19) and (20) of Section VI. With the
feedback (21) will destabilize this system, but with it
stabilizes (cf. Remark VI.3). To find less restrictive end-point
weights which result in stabilizing feedbacks, Theorem VI.5
is applied with . defined by (26) then satisfies
and the recursions (19) and (20) yield the feed-
back which is guaranteed to
stabilize and therefore also .
With specified, let be the (stable) transfer
function that maps to and let be an
inner–outer factorization of where the (second order) inner
factor is represented by an input-output balanced realization
(cf. [13]). Consider the tracking problem
on with reference signal for some
random . Note that this signal is notoriously difficult to
track as according to the results of Theorem V.2. The
two smallest singular values of the Toeplitz operator
associated with , the control effort to track on
and the norm of the tracking error on are
depicted, as functions of , in Fig. 1 for . By
Theorem IV.1 the singular values are decreasing functions of
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Fig. 2. Control effort kuk and tracking error kek as function of the deadbeat horizon n .
, and the simulation clearly shows that the control effort and
the tracking error increase without bound as functions of the
control horizon .
Next, consider the deadbeat problem with the same reference
signal and fixed control horizon (two time-units).
Since is nonsingular if and only if , the deadbeat
problem will be solvable if and only if . In Fig. 2,
the influence of the choice of the deadbeat horizon on the
tracking error and the control effort is depicted.
These norms are decreasing functions of , i.e., the longer
the deadbeat horizon, the less control effort is needed and the
smaller the tracking error will be. This is in accordance with the
conclusions of Theorem V.4.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the finite time behavior of square inner systems
with nonminimum phase zeros has been studied. The motiva-
tion for this work lies in the question to assess the effect of
the open-loop zero structure of a dynamical system on the in-
vertibility, tracking and stabilizability properties of a controlled
system. This question is particularly relevant for applications
where model predictive control techniques are used. It has been
shown that the solvability of a number of relevant tracking prob-
lems depend on invertibility of a Toeplitz-like operator, defined
on a signal space of input signals with finite support. The in-
vertibility of this operator has been characterized in terms of its
singular values and singular vectors. In particular, it has been
shown that any such Toeplitz operator defines a finite dimen-
sional space of reference signals which are difficult to track in
the sense that: 1) the norm of the control input signal which
achieves exact tracking of the reference signal increases without
bound as the tracking interval increases, and 2) the norm of
the tracking error outside the tracking interval increases without
bound as the tracking interval increases.
For tracking problems with norm-constrained signals, this re-
sult has the interesting consequence that it characterizes a class
of nonfeasible reference signals and nonfeasible tracking inter-
vals. Typically, these nonfeasible reference signals include tran-
sients of a system.
To remedy this problem, we considered a deadbeat control
problem which amounts to tracking a given reference signal
after a delay of a finite number of time samples. The precise
delays for which the norms of control inputs and tracking errors
remain bounded have been characterized.
As a third application, we considered the exponential sta-
bility of an inner system when controlled by a receding horizon
controller. More specifically, we considered a finite horizon
quadratic criterion function with a variable end-point state
weighting. A receding horizon implementation of the control
law which minimizes this criterion may or may not be stabi-
lizing, depending on the end-point weight. A parametrization
of a set of end-point weighting matrices has been given that
guarantee exponential stability of the controlled system. This
parametrization includes a rich class of end-point weights and
is believed to be less conservative than a number of results that
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appeared in the literature. In particular, it has been shown that
the receding horizon control law is asymptotically stabilizing
with nonpositive end-point weights as the length of the control
horizon tends to infinity.
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